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Abstract
Feature model has been used to support requirements
analysis and domain engineering in Software Product
Line by representing variability. This paper proposes a
knowledge base method to validate feature model.
Validation of feature model has been split into two main
processes, automated consistency check (by defining rules
control the variation selections considering cross-tree
constraint dependencies) and the second process is
automated error detection(two types of errors, dead
feature and inconsistency, was defined and validated).
Variability was described among feature model, and then
variability was represented as a knowledge base
containing predicates and rules. In addition to validation,
the proposed method can be used to identified and
provide auto support for some operations on the
automated analysis of feature models (propagation,
cardinality validation, explanation, and optimization).

1.1 Feature Models
According to [3], the two most popular definitions of
feature models are: i) an end user visible characteristic of
a system, and ii) a distinguishable characteristic of a
concept (e.g., system, component, and so on) that is
relevant to some stakeholder of the concept. A feature
model is a description of the commonalities and
differences between the individual software systems in a
software product family. In more detail, a feature model
defines a set of valid feature combinations. Each such
valid feature combination can serve as a specification of a
software system [4]. Czarnecki defines Cardinality-based
feature modeling as integrates a number of extensions to
the original FODA notation in [5]. It is very important to
producing error-free feature models, including the
possibility of providing explanations to the modeler so
that errors can be detected and removed; this process is
unfeasible to be done manually.

2. Related Work

1 INTRODUCTION
Software Product lines has been defined by Meyer
and Lopez as “a set of products that share a common core
technology and address a related set of market
applications”[1]. Software product lines has two main
processes; the first process is the domain engineering
process which represents problem space and responsible
for preparing domain artifacts including variability. The
second process is the application engineering which aims
to consume specific artifact, picking through variability,
with regard to the desired application specification. One
of the useful techniques to represent variability is the
feature model introduced first in [2]. A particular productline member is defined by a unique combination of features.
The set of all legal feature combinations defines the set of
product-line members.

One of the earlier and famous usages of knowledge
based systems in requirement engineering are:
"knowledge base software assistant, (KBSA)"[6], and
“knowledge Based system for Modeling software system
Specifications (KBMS)” [7]. Schlich and Hein proved the
needs and benefits of using the knowledge base
representation for configuration systems in [8].
Knowledge Acquisition and Sharing for Requirement
Engineering (KARE) is a project aims to support
Requirement Engineering process with knowledge
engineering [9]. A knowledge-based product derivation
process [10], [11] is a configuration model that includes
three entities of Knowledge Base. The automatic
selection provide a solution to complexity of product line
variability, but in contrast to our proposed method, the
knowledge-based product derivation process does not
provide explicit definition of variability notations and for
the selection process. In addition to that, knowledge-

based product derivation process is not focused on
modeling and validating variability.
Mannion was the first to connect propositional
formulas to feature models [12]. Zhang [13] defined a
meta-model of feature model using UML core package
and he took Mannion’s proposal as base and suggested
the use of an automated tool support based on the SMV
System, Model Checking @CMU. Benavides[14]
proposed a method for mapping feature model into
constraint solver, his method does not cover dependencies
such as require or exclude constraints. Batory [15]
proposed a coherent connection between FMs, grammars
and propositional formulas; he represented basic FMs
used context–free grammars plus propositional logic.
Janota [16] used higher-order logic to reasoning about
feature models, but there is no real implementation was
described. Czarnecki proposed a general template-based
approach for mapping feature models in [17]. And he used
object- constraint language (OCL) in [18] to validate constraint
rules. In contrast to all these models our proposed method

defines across-tree constraints between (variation pointvariation point), (variation point-variant), and (variantvariant) and can validate cardinality and extended
features.
Benavides in [19] presented a survey on the
automated analysis of feature models.
Trinidad defined a method to detect dead features
based on finding all products and search for features not
used in them [20]. He automated error analysis based on
theory of diagnosis [21], mapped feature model to
diagnose model and used CSP to analyze feature models.
Trinidad’s method just deals with a dead feature, while
our approach deals with three types of errors,
inconsistency, dead features, and redundancy.
Inconsistency error in feature model was described by
Batory [22] as a research challenge. Compare with
methods discussed in this literature review this method is
first method to deal with inconsistency.

3. Modeling variability using knowledge base
rules
A method of modeling variability was proposed to
represent domain engineering process as a knowledge
base.
First traditional feature model was extended by adding
variability notations and modeling domain engineering
process as a knowledge base, and then variation point,
variants, and constraint dependency rules was represented
using predicates. In the next sections we describe
extension of feature model using variability notations,
how we can automate consistency check using knowledge
base rules, and we illustrate how our method can be used
to identify and provide auto support for error check and
for some operations in feature model analysis process.

3.1. Extending Feature Models by Variability
Notations
To maximize the benefits of feature models variability
notations was characterized from Orthogonal Variability
Model (OVM) [23], in feature models as appears in figure
1. Orthogonal Variability Model is one of the useful
techniques to represent variability which provides a crosssectional view of the variability through all software
development artifacts. Variability - in OVM- is described
by variation points, variants and constraint dependencies
rules. Constraint dependencies rules as in [24] are:
variation point require or exclude variation point, variant
require or exclude variant, and variant require or exclude
variation point.
Optional and mandatory constraint were defined in
figure 1 by original feature model notations [2] ,and
constraint dependencies were described using OVM
notations.OVM and feature models can easily become
very complex to model a medium level system, i.e.,
several thousand of variation points and variants are
needed. For this reason we propose an intelligent method
to modeling variability in software product line.
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Figure1: Feature model representing variability with e-shopping
Table 1: predicates represent constraint dependency rules in the proposed method.
requires_v_v: Variant requires variant
require_v_v(x,y)| x,y {V}; V= variant
excludes_v_v: Variant excludes variant
exclude_v_v(x,y)| x,y {V}; V= variant
requires_v_vp: Variant requires variation point
require_v_vp(x,y)| x,y {V,VP}; V= variant.Vp=variation
point
excludes_v_vp: Variant excludes variation point
excludes_v_vp(x,y)|x,y {V,VP};V=variant.VP= variation
point
requires_vp_vp: Variation point requires variation point
require_vp_vp(x,y) | x,y {VP}; VP= variation point
excludes_vp_vp Variation point excludes variation point
excludes_vp_vp(x,y)|x,y {VP}; VP= variation point

3.2. Variation points and variants as predicates
In this section variation point and variant were
described using predicates: (examples are based on figure
1)
- type: Describes the type of feature; variation point
or variant. e.g.: type (view_type, variationpoint),
type (register, variant).
- variant: Identifies the variant of specific variation
point. e.g.: variant(view_type, not registered)
- max: Identifies the maximum number allowed to
be selecting of specific variation point. e.g. max
(payment_by, 4).

The selection of a variant V1 requires the selection of
another variant V2 independent of the variation points the
variants are associated with. e.g. requires_v_v (ecash,
ssl).
The selection of a variant V1 excludes the selection of the
related variant V2 independent of the variation points the
variants are associated with .e.g.
excludes_v_v(public_view, personal_discount).
The selection of a variant V1 requires the consideration of
a variation point VP2. e.g. requires_v_vp
(member_view, member_reword).
The selection of a variant V1 excludes the consideration
of a variation point VP2. e.g. excludes_v_vp (not
registered, payment_by).
A variation point requires the consideration of another
variation point in order to be realized. e.g.
requires_vp_vp (item_search, view_type).
The consideration of a variation point excludes the
consideration of another variation point. .e.g.
excludes_vp_vp (security_payment, credit_card_type).

- min: Identifies the minimum number allowed to be
selecting of specific variation point. e.g. min
(payment_by, 1).
The common variant(s) in a variation point is/are not
included in maximum-minimum numbers of selection.
- common: describe the commonality of specific
feature. e.g. common (search_name, yes). If the
feature is not common, the second slot in the
predicate will become No -as example- common
(register, no).
Predicates were used to represent constraint
dependency rules between features. Table 1 describes
predicates represent constraint dependency rules with
examples from figure 1.

Table 2 describe the proposed predicates using Backus–
Naur form (BNF).
Table 2: Representation of variant and variation point
using Backus–Naur form (BNF).
<type >
::= <variationpoint> |< variant>
<variationpoint>::=[<name><cardinality><variant>
<common>]
<name>
::= <String>
<cardinality> ::= [ <min> <max>]
<min>
::= <Digits>
<max>
::= <Digits>
<variant>
::= <variant> <variant>
<variant>
::= [ <name> <common>]
<common>
::= <Yes> | <No>

Table 3 shows the representation of view-type variation
point from figure 1. Table 4 shows the representation of
not registered variant from figure 1.
Table 3: view-type representation
type (view-type, variationpoint).
variants (view-type, registered).
variants (view-type, not registered).
common (view-type, yes).
min (view-type, 1).
max (view-type, 3).
requires_vp_vp(view-type,search_item).

Table 4: not registered representation
type (not registered, variant).
common(not registered, no).
excludes_v_vp(not registered, payment by).

Table 5: Abstract representation of the main rules in the proposed model
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

3.3

x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variant) require_v_v(x, y) select(x)
select(y)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variant) exclude_v_v(x ,y) select(x)
notselect(y)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) require_v_vp(x, y) select(x)
select(y)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) exclude_v_vp(x, y) select(x)
notselect(y)
x, y: type(x, variationpoint) type(y, variationpoint) require_vp_vp(x, y) select(x)
select(y)
x, y: type(x, variationpoint) type(y, variationpoint) exclude_vp_vp(x, y) select(x)
notselect(y)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) select(x) variants(y, x)
select(y)
x y:type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) select(y) variants(y, x)
select(x)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) notselect(y) variants(y, x)
notselect(x)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) common(x,yes) variants(y, x) select(y)
select(x)
y: type(y, variationpoint) common(y,yes)
select(y)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) variants(y, x) select(x)
sum(y,(x)) ≤ max(y,z)
x, y: type(x, variant) type(y, variationpoint) variants(y, x) select(x)
sum(y,(x)) ≥ min(y,z)

Validation Rules

To validate the selection process, our proposed
method triggers rules based on constraint dependencies.
With regard to validation process result, the choice is
added to knowledge base or rejected, then an explanation
of rejection reason is provided and correction actions
suggested. At any new solution generated, new fact
(select or notselect) added to the knowledge base and
backtracking mechanism validates all. At the end of the
process all select facts represent the product. Table 5
shows the abstract representation of the main rules in the
knowledge base. The proposed method contains 13 main
rules to validate the selection process based on constraint
dependencies.
Rule 1:
For all variant x and variant y; if x requires y and x is
selected, then y should be selected.
Rule2:
For all variant x and variant y; if x excludes y and x is
selected, then y should not be selected.

Rule 3:
For all variant x and variation point y; if x requires y and x
is selected, then y should be selected.
This rule is applicable as well if y selected with the same
condition:
x, y: type(x, variant)
require_v_vp(x, y) select(y)

type(y,
select(x)

variationpoint)

For all variant x and variation point y; if x requires y and y
is selected, then x should be selected.
Rule 4:
For all variant x and variation point y; if x excludes y and
x is selected, then y should not be selected.
This rule is applicable as well if y selected with the same
condition:
x, y: type(x,
exclude_v_vp(x, y)

variant)
select(y)

type(y, variationpoint)
notselect(x)

For all variant x and variation point y; if x excludes y and
y selected, then x should not be selected.
Rule 5:
For all variation point x and variation point y, if x requires
y and x selected, then y should be selected.

Rule 6:
For all variation point x and variation point y, if x
excludes y and x is selected, then y should not be selected.
Rule 7:
For all variant x and variation point y, where x belongs to
y and x is selected, that means y should be selected.
This rule determines the selection of variation point if one
of its variants was selected.
Rule 8:
For all variation point y there exists of variant x, if y
selected and x belongs to y, x should be selected.
This rule states that if a variation point was selected, then
there is variant(s) belong to this variation point should be
selected.
Rule 9:
For all variant x and variation point y; where x belongs to
y and y defined by predicate notselect(y), then x should
not be selected.
This rule states that if a variation point was excluded,
then none of its variants should be selected.
Rule 10:
For all variant x and variation point y; where x is a
common and x belongs to y and y is selected, then x
should be selected.
This rule states that if a variant is common and its
variation point selected then it must be selected.
Rule 11:
For all variation point y; if y is common, then y should be
selected.
This rule states that if a variation point is common then it
should be selected in any product.
Rule 12:
For all variant x and variation point y; where x belongs to
y and x is selected, then the summation of x should not be
less than the maximum number allowed to be selected
from y.
Rule 13:
For all variant x and variation point y; where x belongs to
y and x is selected, then the summation of x should not be
greater than the minimum number allowed to be selected
from y.
Rules 12 and 13 validate the number of variants'
selection considering the maximum and minimum
conditions in variation point definition. The predicate
sum(y, (x)) return the summation number of selected
variants belong to variation point y.
From these rules we can define a full common variant,
variant included in any product, as:
x,y:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint) variants(y,x)
common(y,yes) common(x,yes)
full_common(x)

A full common variant is a common variant belongs to
common variation point. A common variation point
included in any product ( rule 11), a common variant
belongs to selected variation point should be selected
(rule 10).

These rules were implemented using SWI-Prolog
[25]. In real implementation we have numerous rules to
cover all situations, but all the rules based on the 13 main
rules. Definitions and examples were described in the
next section (based on figure1) to illustrate the usefulness
of our proposed method of modeling variability.

3.4. Operations on the Automated Analysis of
Feature Models:
The main operations of automated analysis of feature
models defined in [19]. Our proposed method can define
and provide auto support for a number of operations
(feature Model validation, propagation, explanation,
optimization, dead feature detection, inconsistency
detection, and cardinality validation).
3.4.1. Propagation. This operation returns a feature
model where some features are automatically selected (or
deselected).
Definition 1
Selection of variant n, select(n), is propagated from
selection of variant x, select(x), in three cases:
i.

x,y,z,n:type(x,variant) variants(y,x) select(x) requires_v
p_vp(y,z) type(n,variant) variants(z,n) common(n,yes)
select(n).

If x is a variant and x belongs to the variation point y and
x is selected, that means y is selected (rule 7), and the
variation point y requires a variation point z, that means z
is selected also (rule 5), and the variant n belongs to the
variation point z and the variant n is common that means
the variant n is selected (rule 10).
ii.

x,n: type(x,variant)
type(n,variant)
requires_v_v(x,n)
select(n).

select(x)

If the variant x is selected and it requires the variant n,
that means the variant n is selected, (rule 1). The selection
of variant n propagated from the selection of variant x.
iii.

x,z,n:type(x,variant) select(x) type(z,variationpoint) req
uires_v_vp(x,z) type(n,variant) variants(z,n)
common(n,yes) select(n).

If the variant x is selected and it requires the variation
point z that means the variation point z is selected (rule
3), and the variant n is common and is belongs to the
variation point z that means the variant n is selected (rule
10). The selection of variant n propagated from the
selection of variant x.
Example 1
Suppose the user entered this choice select (register), the
system answered yes (acceptance of user selection) user
announced by selection of the variant search_name, as
propagated from selection of the variant register.
Table 6: example 1
?select (view_type.register).
yes
You selected also…. search_name

This example illustrates case 1. view_type variation
point requires item_serach variation point and
search_name is mandatory variant belongs to the
variation point item_search . The direct selection of
variant register makes view_type variation point selected
(rule 7), and the selection of view_type variation point
makes the item search variation point selected (rule 5),
then the common variant search_name( belongs to
item_search variation point) should be selected ( rule
10). The main result of this example is the additions of
two new facts select (register) and select (search_name)
to knowledge base.
3.4.2. Explanation. This operation takes a feature model
as an input and returns an explanation in the case when
the feature model fails. Definition of error source (the
constraint dependency rule(s) that causing the error) is the
main aim of explanation in feature models.
Definition 2
Selection of variant n, select (n), fails due to selection of
variant x, select(x), in three cases:
i.

x,y,n:type(x,variant) select(x) type(y,variationpoint) vari
ants(y,x) type(n,variant) excludes_v_vp(n,y)
notselect(n).

If the variant x is selected, and it belongs to the variation
point y, which means y is selected (rule 7), and the variant
n excludes the variation point y, which means n should
not be selected (rule 4 is applied also if the variation point
is selected).
ii.

x,y,z,n:type(x,variant) select(x) type(y,variationpoint) va
riants(y,x) variants(z,n)
excludes_vp_vp(y,z)
notselect(n).

If the variant x is selected and x belongs to the variation
point y, that means y is selected (rule 7), and the variation
point y excludes the variation point z, that means z should
not be selected (rule 6), and the variant n belongs to
variation point z, that means n should not be selected
same wise (rule 9).
iii.

x,n type(x,variant)
select(x) type(n,variant)
excludes_v_v(x,n) notselect(n).

If the variant x is selected, and it excludes the variant n,
which means n should not be selected( rule 2).
In addition to defining the source of error, these rules
can be used to prevent the errors. The predicate
notselect(n) validate users by prevent selection.
Table 7: example 2
? select (personal_discount).
Reject
You have to deselect public_view first

Example 2
Suppose user selected public_view before and entered
new selection, and asks to select personal_discount, the
system rejects his choice and directed him to deselect
public_view first. Table 7 describes example 2, this

example represents case 3. The example illustrates how
the model guides users to solve the rejection reason.
In addition to that the proposed method can be used to
prevent rejection reasons; example 3 explains this.
Table 8: example 3
? select (Http).
Yes
notselect (credit_card_types) added to knowledge
base.

Example 3
User asks to select the variant https, system accept his
choice and add notselect(credit_card_types) to the
knowledge base to validate future selections. Table 8
describes example 3.
Selection of the variant Http from security_payment
variation point leads to the selection of security_payment
(rule 7), and
security_payment
excludes
credit_card_types variation point, which means
credit_card_types should not be selected ( rule 6).The
predicate notselect(credit_card_types) prevents the
selection of its variants according to rule 9.
3.4.3. Optimization. This operation returns the output,
product, according to a given function or predefined
criteria.
One of the advantages of our proposed method is that
it can handle the extra-functional features proposed in
[14], we can use extra-functional feature to optimize the
search or to make filtering.
Example 4
Suppose we defined price as extra-functional feature
to security_payment variation point in figure 1, as a result
we have new three facts price(http,100), price(ssl,200),
and price(set,350). We want to ask about the feature with
price greater than 100 and less than 250( price(X, Y), Y >
100, Y< 250), the system triggers the variant ssl with
price 200. Table 9 describes example 4.
Table 9: Example 4
? price(X, Y), Y > 100, Y< 250.
X = ssl
Y = 200

3.4.4. Dead Feature Detection. A dead feature is a
feature that never appears in any legal product of a feature
model, defined [26] as a frequent case of error in feature
model.
Definition 3
A variant x can be a dead feature in 3 cases:
i.

x,y,z,n:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint) variants(y,x
) type(z,variant) type(n,variationpoint)
variants(n,z) common(n,yes) common(z,yes)
excludes_v_vp(z,y)
dead_feature(x).

If variant x belongs to the variation point y, and the
common variant z belongs to the common variation point

n, which means the variant z included in any product (
rules 11 and 10), the variant z excludes the variation point
y that means none of its variants should be selected at
all(rule 4).
ii.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint) variants(y,x)
type(z,variationpoint) common(z,yes) excludes_vp_vp(z,y)
dead_feature(x).

If the variant x belongs to the variation point y and the
common variation point z excludes the variation point y
that means y should be excluded (rule 6). Exclusion of the
variation point y prevents selection of its variants (rule 9).
iii.

x,y,n:type(n,variant) type(y,variationpoint) variants(y,n)
common(y,yes) common(n,yes)
type(x,variant) excludes_v_v(n,x) dead_feature(x).

If the common variant n belongs to the common variation
point y that means y should be selected in any product (
rule 11), when y is selected n should be selected (rule 10),
which means n should be selected in any product. The
variant n excludes the variant x that means x should not
be selected in any product (rule 2).
Example 5
In figure1 the variant search_name is a common
feature from a common variation point item_search that
means it is included in any product( rules 11 and 10), and
it excludes the variation point special_search which
means none of its variants should be selected in any
product (rule 9). This means that all variants belonging to
the variation point special_ search are dead features.
Table 10 describes example 5, user inquired about dead
features and system triggered the variants similar and
description as dead features, this example represents case
1.
Table 10: example 5
? dead_feature(X).
X = similar
X = Description

Trinidad proposed in [20] a method to detect dead
features based on finding all products and search for not
used features. Our proposed method to detect dead
features is better because it searches only in the above
three cases.
3.4.5. Inconsistency. Inconsistency in feature model is a
relationship between features that cannot be true at the
same time. e.g. (A require B) and (B exclude A)
Definition 4
The inconsistency (error) can be detected in five cases:
i.

x,y:type(x,variant) type(y,variant)
requires_v_v(x,y) excludes_v_v(y,x)

ii.

If the variation point x requires the variation point y that
means selection of x leads to selection of y (rule 5), and
the variation point y excludes the variation point x means
if y, selected x should not be selected (rule 6), this is an
error.
iii.

x,y,n,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint)
variants(y,x) type(n,variant) type(z,variationpoint) varian
ts(z,n) requires_v_v(x,n) excludes_vp_vp(y,z) error.

If the variant x belongs to the variation point y, and the
variant n belongs to the variation point z, and x requires n
that means if x selected n should be selected (rule1).
Selection of the variant x means selection of the variation
point y, and selection of variant n means selection of
variation point z (rule 7). The variation point y excludes
the variation point z that means if one of the variants
belongs to y is selected none belongs to z should be
selected (rules 6, 7, and 9), this is an error.
iv.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) common(x,yes) type(y,variationpoint
) variants(y,x) type(z,variationpoint) excludes_v_vp(x,z)
requires_vp_vp(y,z) error.

If the common variant x belongs to the variation point y,
and x excludes the variation point z that means if x
selected no variant belongs to z should be selected ( rules
4, and rule 9), and the variation point y requires the
variation point z that means if y is selected z should also
be selected( rule 5). Selection of the variation point y
means selection of the common variant x (rule 10) but x
excludes z, this is an error.
v.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) common(x,yes) type(y,variationpoint
) variants(y,x) type(z,variationpoint) requires_v_vp(x,z)
excludes_vp_vp(y,z) error.

If the common variant x belongs to the variation point y,
selection of x means selection of y (rule 7), and x requires
the variation point z that means selection of x leads to
selection of z (rule 3); but the variation point y excludes
the variation point z which means if y is selected z should
not be selected (rule 6), this is an error.
Feature models can contain some other complicated
forms of inconsistencies like (A requires B) and (B
requires C) and (C excludes A). To avoid this
complication the following rules were defined:
i.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variant)
requires_v_v(x,y) type(z,variant) requires_v_v(y,z)
requires_v_v(x,z).

If the variant x requires the variant y, and the variant y
requires the variant z that means the variant x requires the
variant z.
ii.

error.

If the variant x requires the variant y that means selection
of x leads to selection of y (rule 1). And the variant y
excludes the variant x that means if y selected, x should
not be selected (rule 2), this is an error.

x,y:type(x,variationpoint) type(y,variationpoint) requires
_vp_vp(x,y) excludes_vp_vp(y,x) error.

x,y,z:type(x,variationpoint) type(y,variationpoint) requir
es_vp_vp(x,y) type(z,variationpoint) requires_vp_vp(y,z)
requires_vp_vp(x,z).

If the variationpoint x requires the variation point y, and
the variation point y requires the variation point z that
means x requires z.
iii.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint) requires_v_vp
(x,y) type(z,variationpoint) requires_vp_vp(y,z)

requires_v_vp(x,z).

If the variant x requires the variation point y, and y
requires the variation point z that means the variant x
requires the variation point z.
iv.

x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variant) requires_v_v(x,y) ty
pe(z,variationpoint) requires_v_vp(y,z)
requires_v_vp(x,z).

If the variant x requires the variant y and y requires the
variation point z that means the variant x requires the
variation point z.
v. x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variant) excludes_v_vp
(x,y) type(z,variant) excludes_v_v(y,z)
excludes_v_v(x,z).
If the variant x excludes the variant y and the variant y
excludes the variant z that means the variant x excludes
the variant z.
vi.

x,y,z:type(x,variationpoint) type(y,variationpoint) exclud
es_vp_vp(x,y) type(z,variationpoint) excludes_vp_vp(y,z)
excludes_vp_vp(x,z).

If the variationpoint x excludes the variationpoint y, and
the variation point y excludes the variation point z that
means x excludes z.
vii. x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variationpoint) excludes_v_v
p(x,y) type(z,variationpoint) excludes_vp_vp(y,z)
excludes_v_vp(x,z).

If the variant x excludes the variationpoint y, and the
variation point y excludes the variation point z that means
x excludes z.
viii. x,y,z:type(x,variant) type(y,variant) excludes_v_v(x,y) ty
pe(z,variationpoint) excludes_v_vp(y,z)
excludes_v_vp(x,z).

If the variant x excludes the variant y, and y excludes the
variation point z that means the variant x excludes the
variation point z. Using backtracking mechanism the
above rules can solve more complex shapes of
inconsistency such as ((A requires B) and (B requires C)
and (C requires D) and (D requires F) and (F excludes
A)).
Our proposed method to auto detected error in feature
model is better than that suggested by Trinidad (P.
Trinidad 2008) because it defines two types of error in
feature models.
3.4.6. Cardinality. Cardinality of variation point
represents the minimum and maximum number of variant
selection.
Definition 5
We define cardinality using two predicates:
i. min(name,num) represent the minimum cardinality;
name represents variation point name, and num is an
integer represents the minimum number allowed to be
selected from variation point described in name.
ii. max(name,num)represent the maximum cardinality;
name represents variation point name, and num is an
integer represents the maximum number allowed to be

selected from variation point described in name. Rule
12, and 13 validate cardinality.

4. Discussions and Comparison with Previous
Work
In addition to automated consistency check among
constraints during modeling, our proposed method can be
considered as a validation and analysis method within
modeling. Our proposed method can substantially define
and provide an automated mechanism to the following
operations:
• Definition of propagation states: identify when the
propagation can happen.
• Provide explanation: We identified when the
feature model fails to answer users, and we
identified all features’ relations those lead to
feature model failure, i.e. source of error. In
addition to that we illustrated how the method
can guide users in correction process, in
comparison with literature our method is a
unique method which can provide correction
process; besides all these we defined a validation
predicate - unselect(x)- this predicate can prevent
users from errors. We illustrated how the feature
model can be optimized using predicates; the
method can deal with the extra features.
• All cases of the dead features were defined using
rules: To detect dead features search only for the
corresponding defined cases.
• All cases of inconsistency were represented in
feature mode using rules: provide a method to
detect inconsistency in a feature model is a
novel. In addition to that we used rules to define
complex types of inconsistency and illustrated
that how our method can prevent and solve these
types of inconsistencies, which also considered
as a core contribution.

5. Conclusion and future work
By modeling variability using knowledge base rules
we can get both formalized variability specifications, and
support selection process within variability more
precisely. Firstly we proposed a method of modeling
variability in feature models based product line. We
started by used notations of orthogonal variability model
to define variability in basic feature model, and then
developed knowledge base. Our proposed method of
modeling variability aims to improve the effort of
producing fully automated product derivation and to deal
with the complexity of variability in product line
approach (intractability). The proposed knowledge base
can be used to configure new product from SPL,

analyzing SPL and produce error free feature model.
Russell defined five steps to build knowledge [27], as we
defined the five steps therefore our work can be
considered as knowledge base of variability in domain
engineering process.
We are planning to extend our work using constraint
handling rules (CHR) to calculate and obtain all
products, calculate variability (the ratio between all
product and all variants in the model) , and calculate
commonality. Also we are planning to develop software
tool to support our method. Finally validate our method
by applying it to real life case studies from industry.
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